
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
Wednesday, November 29, 2006 

1:30 – 3:30 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Richard McCormick (chair), William Bart, Vernon Cardwell, Maureen Cisneros, 

(George Green for) Gail Dubrow, April Knutson, James Leger, Peh Ng, Donna 
Spannaus-Martin, Craig Swan, Cathrine Wambach 

 
Absent: Claudia Neuhauser, Paul Siliciano, Douglas Wangensteen, Joel Weinsheimer 
 
Guests: Tina Falkner (Office of the Registrar) 
 
Other: none 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) progress report on the honors program; (2) course numbering; (3) S/N grading 
(blind and for graduate courses); (4) final exams for seven-week courses] 
 
 
1. Progress Report on the Honors Program 
 
 Professor McCormick convened the meeting at 1:35 and began by noting that the honors task 
force was one of the undergraduate task forces the Committee was interested in.  Vice Provost Swan is 
leading the implementation group to identify how to bring about a campus-wide honors program. 
 
 Vice Provost Swan reported that the implementation committee has a number of members, all 
representing undergraduate colleges, plus administrative representatives.  The group has been meeting 
since the summer and is close to identifying a founding director of the program.  Starting fall 2008 
there will be one campus-wide honors program across all undergraduate colleges that will work 
closely with all of those colleges.  It will admit about 500-600 students per year (there are currently 
over 600 students admitted to honors programs but only about 400 per year are graduating with honors 
because some do not complete the honors thesis). 
 
 There must be an opportunity for students to join the honors program at later points (e.g., 
transfer students, or students who develop the passion and interest after their freshman or sophomore 
year).  The students must have the passion and interest, Dr. Swan said, because the honors program 
will not be a program for students who just have high grades, it will be a focused intellectual 
experience.  The hope is that students with different backgrounds, from colleges across the campus, 
will get out of their silos and learn from each other.   
 
 There is also a sense that the program must take advantage of the Twin Cities community, 
using its resources and exposing students to them.  There should also be something expected of 
students, that they should give back to the community, both on and off the campus.   
 

                                                 
* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of 

Minnesota Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represents the views 
of, nor are they binding on, the Senate, the Administration, or the Board of Regents. 
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 They are looking to offer a richer array of honors courses.  One possibility is "signature" 
programs (similar to the current IT honors program—alternative courses in math, physics, and 
chemistry, offerings that should be broadened across the sciences).  Another possibility is "grand 
challenges," a set of courses or a curriculum organized around the grand challenges of society and/or 
the disciplines.  This could be a set of demanding, integrated, interdisciplinary courses offering a 
unique learning experience. 
 
 What they are seeking is a program with a strong sense of identity that would help make the 
University and its honors an option for students who might not otherwise consider attending the 
University. 
 
 Another idea they are considering is a fast track to professional programs, something the 
professional programs are interested in.  If an undergraduate student has a stellar record and meets 
certain benchmarks, he or she will be guaranteed admission to the professional program.  There are 
scattered examples of such guarantees now (for example, Morris students are guaranteed a place in 
graduate programs in IT if they meet certain benchmarks); these opportunities need to be brought 
together in a coherent way that can be explained to students.  Dean Green noted that there are 
programs in Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering that permit students to work on a 
graduate degree while completing their undergraduate degree, a program that allows the University to 
recruit students and get them into research labs. 
 
 The honors program will also have greater expectations and opportunities for study abroad, 
research, and community engagement, Dr. Swan reported.  He said that he did not believe that current 
honors programs (with a few exceptions) are demanding enough of lower-division students; the 
number of honors opportunities required is not high enough.  There is also need for a richer array of 
offerings.  Will it be expected that each student will have a broader experience—outside his or her 
college—or that they can stay within a narrow channel, Professor Leger asked.  The hope is that it 
would be as broad as possible, Dr. Swan said, but the program will also have to work with students 
who are narrowly-focused.  Right now the default is that students pursue honors within their own 
college, and it may be that the budget model affects a decision to steer students within a college.   
 
 One could complete an honors experience within the liberal education requirements, Dean 
Green observed.  Dr. Swan agreed.  That would fit with the IT honors program, which allows IT 
students to take one liberal education course per term.  It may be that some students will want to focus 
on science or math and will not want a richer liberal education experience, Professor Leger said, and 
they should be pushed to take a broader curriculum, but some students could be pushed out of the 
honors program if it has requirements they are not interested in meeting.  But if the students need to 
take liberal education, courses, Dean Green said, perhaps they could be more interesting and 
challenging if offered through the honors program.  Students in honors programs tend to be highly 
motivated. 
 
 Has there been thinking about how students will travel together through their educational 
career, Professor Wambach asked?  There has, Dr. Swan said, but as students choose majors, they 
work in departments.  The program must be sure that students are prepared to make the right decision, 
but it can arrange links with broader honors opportunities.  But there must be a tight link with the 
major. 
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 Through a staff member now housed in CLA Honors, the University provides help to students 
who seek national scholarships, Dr. Swan said.  The University has excellent students who are very 
competitive for prestigious national and international scholarships; at the same time the University 
must encourage and support them in seeking Marshall, Rhodes, and other prestigious scholarships.  
Students should not be expected to pursue these opportunities on their own. 
 
 Professor Cardwell reported on a conversation among a group of members of the Academy of 
Distinguished Teachers about developing "grand challenge" courses in each college that would meet 
liberal education requirements, courses that would be interesting and challenging for faculty over 50 to 
teach.  Those involved in the conversation looked forward to working with colleagues in other fields 
so that students could learn how different disciplines learn.  One course, for example, might spend the 
semester dissecting the New York Times.  Professor Wambach said it has long been her view that 
senior faculty should teach introductory courses, because they have the broad perspective, while the 
new Ph.D.s should teach the specialized courses.   
 

The virtue of interdisciplinary courses, Dean Green said, is that when three disciplines 
contribute to a common subject, students realize they cannot tackle problems without partners.  A 
team experience is important in an interdisciplinary learning environment.   
 
 They also need to think about the need for flexibility in tightly-defined majors, Dr. Swan said, 
and not try to fit every student in the same box. 
 
 There are existing and future needs for people with multiple skills, Professor Bart said, such as 
patent lawyers (law and engineering) and teaching with games (computer science, educational 
psychology) that could be introduced.   
 
 The UROP program would not be under the honors program, Dr. Swan said.   
 
 Professor McCormick thanked Dr. Swan for leading the discussion. 
 
2. Course Numbering 
 
 Professor McCormick turned next to Dr. Falkner to explain the course-numbering issue. 
 
 Dr. Falkner distributed copies of a 1997 memo from Dr. Peter Zetterberg to semester 
coordinators outlining the course-numbering proposal that had been adopted for the semester system.  
It provided the following system: 
 
0xxx Courses that do not carry credit toward any University degree. 
1xxx Courses primarily for undergraduate students in their first year of study. 
2xxx Courses primarily for undergraduate students in their second year of study. 
3xxx Courses primarily for undergraduate students in their third year of study. 
4xxx Courses primarily for undergraduate students in their fourth year of study; graduate students may 
enroll in such courses for degree credit. 
 
Note: Use of 4xxx Courses in Graduate Programs 
4xxx courses can be counted for a Graduate School degree. However, no 4xxx course can be counted 
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for a Graduate School degree unless it is taught by a member of the graduate faculty or an individual 
appointed to Limited Teaching Status (LTS). Also, a graduate program may restrict the use of 4xxx 
courses in the program (e.g., by stipulating that no more than y credits of 4xxx courses may be 
counted or by stipulating that only certain 4xxx courses may be counted). Such restrictions may be 
applied both for 4xxx courses in the major field and for 4xxx courses outside the major field. These 
are matters left to the discretion of each graduate program.  
 
5xxx Courses primarily for graduate students; undergraduate students in their third or fourth year may 
enroll in such courses. 
6xxx Courses for post-baccalaureate students in professional degree programs. 
7xxx Courses for post-baccalaureate students in professional degree programs. 
 
Note: 6xxx and 7xxx Courses 
6xxx and 7xxx courses are to be used primarily for post-baccalaureate professional programs that are 
not offered through the Graduate School. 6xxx and 7xxx courses may be counted for a Graduate 
School degree, if a degree program wants them to count. Similarly, 5xxx and 8xxx courses may be 
counted for a non-Graduate School degree, if a program wants them to count. Those departments or 
programs that offer both Graduate School degrees and non-Graduate School degrees should decide for 
themselves how best to number courses in the curriculum.  
 
8xxx Courses for graduate students. 
9xxx Courses for graduate students. 
 
There is no Senate "policy" on course numbers, Dr. Falkner said, only this memo.  Her office receives 
about one question per semester about course-numbering, and they rely on this memo when they 
answer.  She brings the issue to the Committee, she said, because (1) there is a question about whether 
it should be Senate policy, and (2) there appear to be times when the descriptions are not followed.  
The Committee could propose new language.  (For example, the memo describes 5xxx courses as 
primarily for graduate students, but they see a lot of undergraduate taking 5xxx courses.)   
 
 The problem with the 5xxx courses is that the 4xxx courses have not been widely adopted, 
Professor McCormick said, so departments continue to list courses the old way—at the 5xxx level, 
with mixed graduate and undergraduate enrollment. 
 
 The Graduate School will not allow 4xxx courses to be listed in the graduate bulletin, Dean 
Green reported, but each program can decide which, if any, 4xxx courses will count toward a degree.  
The 4xxx/5xxx distinction does have meaning for the Graduate School. 
 
 Professor McCormick surmised that the 5xxx designation is used opportunistically for 
enrollment reasons:  graduate students can take the courses, and undergraduates can get in as well, so 
enrollment is maximized.  There are also still the 3xxx/5xxx combination courses, which defeat the 
purpose of the 5xxx course.  That last is not true if there are separate expectations for graduate 
students, Dean Green said.  Dr. Swan said he believed Professor McCormick was right about 
opportunistic numbering; both the 4xxx and 2xxx courses were introduced at the time of the change to 
semesters.  There are not very many 2xxx courses and a number of departments kept upper divisions 
courses at the 5xxx level rather than moving them to the 4xxx level.  The question is who is enrolled 
in 4xxx and 5xxx courses; the numbers are not symmetric:  there are few graduate students in 4xxx 
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courses but some 5xxx courses are overwhelmingly undergraduate.  The Committee has discussed this 
in the past, and he has communicated the concerns to the colleges, but said he has not looked a recent 
data about enrollments in these courses.  
 
 In some colleges, undergraduate students must have a certain GPA to be able to enroll in 5xxx 
courses, Professor Leger said.  As for opportunistic numbering, in some cases it may be that the only 
way to serve both groups of students is to have a 3xxx/5xxx course, or a 5xxx course that is for both 
undergraduates and graduate students—it may be beneficial.  Professor McCormick agreed, and added 
that the dual-enrollment option can also be used in cases when a course might not otherwise be offered 
because there would be too few students enrolled (e.g., in some of the less-spoken languages).  The 
combinations can also be a way to get new materials in a course, Dr. Knutson said.  In the case of 
5xxx courses with both undergraduate and graduate students, the Graduate School encourages an extra 
meeting with faculty for the graduate students; they also need to do additional writing or meet other 
requirements, Dr. Knutson said.  Vice Provost Swan recalled, however, that Interim Dean Bloomfield 
had reported that the Graduate School did not see these courses as working very well because the 
undergraduates are often not prepared enough for the appropriate level of instruction—so the course 
may be directed to them and graduate students are not receiving a graduate experience. 
 
 Do departments decide which courses will be 4xxx and 5xxx, Professor Wambach asked?  All 
colleges have a curriculum committee, Dr. Swan said, but there is no campus-wide committee.  
Perhaps these guidelines could be fleshed out, Professor Wambach said, so they might say that when 
undergraduate and graduate students are both in a 5xxx course, the graduate students must not only do 
more work, it must be a different kind of work.  Could a college curriculum committee lay out such 
expectations?  Dean Green said he believed most such decisions are made by departments.  And until 
there was an interest in enrollment patterns in 5xxx courses, curriculum committees did not look at 
them, Professor McCormick said.  Professor Cardwell agreed, saying that only 1xxx to 4xxx courses 
go through the college committees; the 5xxx courses go through a graduate curriculum committee.  
Dean Green said the Graduate School does not review 5xxx courses, only those numbered 8xxx and 
higher, so the 5xxx are falling through the crack. 
 
 Professor McCormick also commented that it has long been the practice in CLA honors to 
allow undergraduates to enroll in graduate courses in areas where there are few honors courses (they 
would need special permission to enroll in 8xxx courses).  In the 5xxx courses, they sign a form for 
the instructor saying they are to be held to the graduate student standards—which assumes different 
work for graduate and undergraduate students in 5xxx courses.   
 
 Dean Green said he did not believe the system was broken.  Vice Provost Swan said there may 
yet be a few outliers in terms of 5xxx courses with a majority of undergraduates. 
 
 Dr. Falkner asked if the course-numbering standards and description should be Senate policy.  
They are now policy, but not Senate policy.  Dean Green argued that they should be, thus setting a 
base and providing a basis for argument in colleges.  The other question is who should be monitoring 
the course-numbering system.  The present understanding is that the Office of the Registrar is doing 
so, but all they can do is rely on college curriculum committees, Dr. Swan said; Dean Green suggested 
the responsibility should lie with the Provost's office.  Dr. Swan said he would need to think about 
that, and it might be workable if they could delegate the responsibility, as appropriate.  How is it 
possible to monitor use if there are no criteria, Professor Wambach inquired?  The Committee 
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discussed whether to adopt guidelines as Senate policy and there were questions about appendices to 
the memo Dr. Falkner had provided, appendices that were not available at the meeting.  Dr. Swan said 
he would look at the appendices and provide information at a future meeting.  Professor McCormick 
said it would be helpful, for those working on undergraduate student learning outcomes, to have a 
well-defined course numbering system, in order to connect course level and number to learning 
outcomes.   
 
 The Committee voted unanimously in favor of requesting a clean draft of a policy to be 
presented at a future meeting. 
 
3. The Criteria for an S in Graduate Courses & Blind S/N Grading 
 
 Professor McCormick related that a question has arisen about whether the change in the 
grading policy passed recently, requiring that an S in a course be equal to a C-, applied to graduate 
courses.  The Committee did not think about graduate courses when it brought the recommendation to 
the Senate; the policy covers all courses.  Questions and concerns are being raised with the Graduate 
School and the Office of the Registrar. 
 
 Dean Green maintained that the policy should not apply to graduate courses and that the level 
of the S should be optional with instructors.  There are differences between graduate and professional 
programs and differences across graduate programs.  If the policy is to be open-ended with respect to 
graduate courses, Professor Wambach said, faculty must put something on their syllabi about the 
expectations for an S—if the S is to be equivalent to A- work, students need to know that.  Dean Green 
said the Committee should encourage but not mandate such notice; syllabi are not contractual 
documents like they sometimes are in undergraduate courses.  The current syllabus policy covers this 
issue, Dr. Swan pointed out. 
 
 Dr. Falkner noted that the student's grading basis is now hidden from the instructor (although 
not in the Academic Health Center or in Law):  if the instructor puts in a grade, the computer 
automatically converts it to an S or an N, depending on the grade submitted.  She said she did not 
know if the system could be programmed to allow the grading basis to show up in some levels and 
courses but no others or if it can be optional with the student.  Dean Green said the system should 
leave the grading basis blind for undergraduate students but should show S/N grading for graduate 
students. 
 
 It was agreed that language would be drafted and brought back to the Committee.   
 
 The Committee also discussed whether it had moved too quickly to adopt blind grading.  
Professor McCormick said he has wondered about bright students in his classes who do not do very 
well but could; it may be that they are taking the class S/N.  The Committee legislated against the 
perhaps-imaginary professor who punishes students for enrolling on an S/N basis; he said he feels 
blindsided as an instructor—and he never punished S/N students.   
 
4. Final Exams for Seven-Week Courses 
 
 Dr. Falkner reminded the Committee that it had earlier discussed the problem of final exams 
for seven-week courses:  Senate policy REQUIRES that less-than-semester-long courses use the last 
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day of class for final exams.  The Committee had asked for data about the number of days in each of 
these courses during fall and spring semesters.   
 
 After a review of the data, the Committee voted unanimously to approve the language Dr. 
Falkner recommended:   
 
"For courses offered the second seven-week session during a semester, the final exam may be 
administered during final exam week, allowing the course seven full weeks of instruction.  In 
instances where the final exam will take place the last day of the term, the instructor must notify 
classroom scheduling by the second week of the seven-week session." 

The language will be brought to the Faculty Senate as an amendment to the Policy on Classes, 
Schedules, and Final Examinations for Semesters. 
 
 Professor McCormick adjourned the meeting at 3:30. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


